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Authors’ Introduction

Over time, the production of second-order educational research has markedly

increased as a means to summarise, analyse and/or reflect on findings on what is

known about different educational phenomena, not least the act of teaching. The

increased production of second-order reviews of research on education and teaching

has in turn led more researchers to perform research syntheses/overviews at a third

level, in order to comprise review findings. Second-order reviews as well as third-

order syntheses, however, in most cases concern rather narrowly defined specific edu-

cational phenomena (such as cooperative learning, the learning effect of using a speci-

fic digital resource, grammar instruction etc.), and/or have specific methodology

requirements for their reviewed research (largely depending on whether the review is

systematic, narrative and/or argumentative). Our third-order overview deviates from

that norm. We introduce an overview model that takes different types of academically

recognised research on teaching into account, analysing this body of research as a

topography with a complex interplay between different research strands, methods

and empirical findings from previous research.
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We have collected a sample of second-order reviews of research on teaching in K-

12 schools with high citation records in Web of Science (WoS), as a basis for mapping

a research topography spanning the period 1980–2018. Our overview focuses review

topics, methodology and context—that is, the different kinds of teaching that this

body of second-order research covers, the different kinds of methodology utilised in

the reviews, and the different academic settings of the reviewers. With this mapping

study, we want to argue for a type of comparative and integrative overview as a neces-

sary and challenging complement to more narrowly defined reviews and overviews.

The overwhelming amount of educational research means that policy-makers, practi-

tioners and researchers all have a legitimate request for overview, in the literal sense

of the word. Such an overview perspective not only requires specific knowledge in a

restricted area (such as a more or less specified aspect of teaching), but also benefits

from solid knowledge of the wider terrain.

Our mapping of the most cited reviews of research on teaching in WoS provides

insights into what types of research on teaching have dominated, in terms of being

subject to reviews with high citation records. TheWoS citation database earns a repu-

tation of /is recognized for collecting high quality research, fulfilling a number of qual-

ity criteria. This on the one hand indicates that our sample of reviews represents

influential second-order and original research on teaching. On the other hand, there

are many well-cited review studies of research on teaching published in formats and

arenas excluded by WoS. We address this discrepancy in our overview, mainly in the

final discussion, as it works as another argument for performing context-sensitive

third-order overviews of research on teaching and of educational research in general.

The mapped reviews summarise, conclude and scrutinise important research

findings on a variety of teaching aspects, highly relevant for researchers in these par-

ticular fields, but of major interest too for policy-makers, practitioners, as well as

other educational researchers. Our overview, though, only briefly addresses the

manifold review findings, as its main objective is to highlight a review topography

(i.e. the configured research landscape in terms of most-cited reviews) and thus

open up for analyses and discussions of research on teaching as a whole. The over-

view investigates to what extent the evolvement of systematic reviewing and the

quest for evidence-based education has affected the topography, and to what extent

the mapped reviews treat teaching as a generic phenomenon, or as something sensi-

tive to context or content. Due to the need for limitation, our overview focuses con-

sequences for research on teaching, but do not explicitly address how the review

topography relate to policy and practice. We would definitely argue, though, that

this type of mapping is an essential foundation for discussing such important mat-

ters (see below).

Implications for Policy

The topography overview model introduced in this study should be of interest

for policy-makers, as it explores and contextualises academically recognised

reviews of educational research and their findings. Education policy increasingly

has turned into an evidence-based enterprise, where national research institutes

have become prominent producers of systematic reviews of previous research.
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Although such policy reports generally are not included in our sample, the

review topography described in this study partly confirms a trend towards

increased formal review methodology where efficacy evaluations of strictly

encoded teaching approaches has become a key concept. The overview, how-

ever, also indicates that popular research on teaching—in terms of most-cited

reviews in WoS—is far from restricted to meta-analyses, ‘what works’ studies or

other kinds of systematic reviews, but reflects a certain dynamic research diver-

sity, persistent over time. In other words, the overview is a reminder that edu-

cation policy should take that dynamics and diversity into account, when

establishing research programmes and formulating research criteria.

The overview methodology employed in this study should be a useful educational

policy tool, as it provides an efficient way to encompass new research fields, which is

an important aspect of informed policy-making.

Another important policy implication of our overview findings is that second-order

research on teaching should be more sensitive to contextual factors of the teaching

explored in the reviewed original research, such as differences between student

groups or subject-specific content.

Implications for Practice

The comparative overview of prominent reviews of research on teaching, covering

many different teaching methods and approaches, reveals a research topography with

some implications for practice. The wide mapping makes it useful as an introduction

to this rather distant field of second-order research for any practitioner, including

opportunities to find reviews with specific relevance for their own profession and pre-

ferred teaching style.

The overview indicates clear imbalances in review attention when it comes to con-

tent and context in relation to teaching. The most-cited reviews in our overview con-

cern a restricted set of teaching approaches: generic teaching principles, aspects of

teaching science, mathematics or language and uses of digital tools for instruction

purposes. Practitioners and teacher educators thus should be encouraged to discuss

curricular priorities in policy and research when it comes to teaching and school sub-

jects, and its consequences for school practice.

Finally, we would encourage practitioners and teacher students, just like policy-

makers, to use the overview methodology employed in this study, as it is as an efficient

way to comprehend any educational research field.
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Focus Questions

• What are the differences between primary, secondary and tertiary (overview) levels

of research?

• Why do you think the attention and interests on secondary and tertiary reviews

have grown?

• What are the benefits and potential pitfalls of secondary research reviews for policy?

Howmay tertiary reviews (overviews) help to counter potential pitfalls?

• What are the problems with cherry-picking research results on teaching for policy

and for practice?

• What are the most important questions to consider in conducting reviews of

research on teaching when it comes to communicating findings to policy-makers

and practitioners?

Seminar/Project Idea

Teacher students can use the search procedure of this overview to map and sum-

marise the top ten original studies within various educational sub-fields, in either

Web of Science or Scopus.
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